
 

 

Welcome to The Briars Centre  

Introduction 

 

The centre was first opened in 

1985 as part of the Briars 

estate. The centre is run by a 

committee of volunteers and we 

are completely self-funding. 

The centre consists of a large 

hall, complete with kitchen facilities and toilets for private functions, 

various groups and clubs and is available for booking all year round 7 

days a week from 9am to 12pm. 

 

Hall  
The hall is a huge area to accommodate all sorts of activities. We have 

round banqueting tables or oblong folding tables and stacking chairs, 

which you can use should you wish to have a sit-down party and dance 

space. There is a hatch at the end of the hall, which goes into the 

kitchen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Kitchen 

The  good size kitchen is fully equipped with, sink, 

cooker, fridge, dishwasher, plates, cups and 

saucers and glasses. Although most people bring 

their own paper plates and cups. Cleaning 

materials and a First Aid Box are also supplied. 

 

Field and football pitch. 

Outside there is a large field which can be used 

for all sorts of sports, with a few benches and tables 

along the edge.  

 

Playground  

A playground is attached to the land with slide, swings and seesaw. 

 

Accessibility  

The centre is all on one floor with a ramp to side door for easy access 

for wheelchairs. It is fully equipped with male and female toilets and a 

disabled toilet. 

Car Park 

We have a large free car park that 

accommodates approximately 34 cars.
  

Technology 

We also have an LCD projector and 12 

foot projector screen and Free WiFi 

 

 

The Briars Centre is the ideal venue for parties, clubs, meetings and 

other celebrations. Our rates are extremely competitive so please get in 

touch and we will do our very best to assist you.   

If you would like to find out about booking the Centre on a regular basis 

or a one off booking then please contact 

info@thebriarscentre.org 
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